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Abstract
Purpose—The purpose of this study was to quantify the frequency and clinical severity of 
quality deficiencies in intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) planning on the RTOG0126 
protocol.
Methods and Materials—219 IMRT patients from the high-dose arm (79.2Gy) of RTOG0126 
were analyzed. To quantify plan quality, we used established knowledge-based methods for 
patient-specific DVH prediction of organs-at-risk and a Lyman-Kutcher-Burman (LKB) model for 
Grade ≥2 rectal complications to convert DVHs into normal tissue complication probabilities 
(NTCPs). The LKB model was validated by fitting dose-response parameters against observed 
toxicities. The 90th-percentile (22/219) of plans with the lowest excess risk (difference between 
clinical and model-predicted NTCP) were used to create a model for the presumed best practices 
in the protocol (pDVH0126,top10%). Applying the resultant model to the entire sample enabled 
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comparisons between DVHs that patients could have received to DVHs they actually received. 
Excess risk quantified the clinical impact of sub-optimal planning. Accuracy of pDVH predictions 
was validated by re-planning 30/219 (13.7%) patients, including equal numbers of presumed 
“high-quality”, “low-quality”, and randomly-sampled plans. NTCP-predicted toxicities were 
compared to adverse events on protocol.
Results—Existing models showed that bladder sparing variations were less prevalent than 
rectum quality variations, and increased rectal sparing was not correlated with target metrics 
(D98%,D2%). Observed toxicities were consistent with current LKB parameters. Converting 
DVH and pDVH0126,top10% to rectal NTCP, we observed 94/219 (42.9%) with ≥5% excess risk, 
20/219 (9.1%) with ≥10% excess risk, and 2/219 (0.9%) with ≥15% excess risk. Re-planning 
demonstrated the predicted NTCP reductions while maintaining target V100%. An equivalent 
sample of high-quality plans showed fewer toxicities than low-quality plans, 6/73 vs. 10/73 
respectively, though these differences were not significant (p=0.21) due to insufficient statistical 
power in this retrospective study.
Conclusions—Plan quality deficiencies in RTOG0126 exposed patients to substantial excess 
risk for rectal complications.
I. Introduction
Though intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) has become the standard treatment for 
several cancers, single-institution1, 2 and single-dataset3 plan quality investigations have 
shown that patients who should have had low risk OAR DVHs were at considerably higher 
risk due to sub-optimal planning. Further, several studies on large-scale clinical trials found 
that non-adherence to protocol guidelines is correlated with worsened outcome4-8. Recent 
work has focused on developing models trained from prior patients to predict achievable 
organ-at-risk (OAR) DVHs for individual patients9, 10. These methods assist clinicians by 
identifying suboptimal treatment plans as those where DVHs deviate greatly from model 
predictions. As these estimations are available for new patients based on their individual 
anatomy, this quality control (QC) mechanism can also form the basis for automated 
treatment planning9, 11, 12.
The full clinical impact of sub-optimal planning is, as yet, unknown. The purpose of this 
work is to combine model-based treatment plan QC with a multi-institutional clinical trial to 
assess the frequency and clinical severity of sub-optimal treatment planning on a large scale. 
NRG Oncology's Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) 0126 protocol, A Phase III 
Randomized Study of High Dose 3DCRT/IMRT versus Standard Dose 3DCRT/IMRT in 
Patients Treated for Localized Prostate Cancer 13, 14, was selected to study treatment plan 
quality variations. With accrual of 1532 patients from 88 participating institutions, 
RTOG0126 ran from 10/2004-03/2010, with the final trial results recently presented15. This 
work focused on high-dose IMRT patients, with 219 fitting the inclusion criteria. To our 
knowledge, this represents both the largest and most institutionally-diverse IMRT plan 
quality survey to date. While this study can only draw conclusions on the analyzed plans, by 
extension the observed quality variations in RTOG0126 give insight into the need for 
enacting QC measures on other multi- institutional radiotherapy trials, as well as the 
importance of eliminating sub-optimal planning in the wider practice of radiotherapy.
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II. Methods and Materials
i. Patient Data
226 IMRT patients were available for analysis on the RTOG0126 high-dose arm (79.2Gy in 
44 fractions). CTV was defined as prostate+proximal seminal vesicles; PTV margins were 
5-10mm13, 14. Because of known negative correlations between target coverage and organ-
at-risk (OAR) sparing, six outliers with respect to PTV coverage were censored with a 
threshold of D98≥95%: D98=[84.0%;88.4%;93.0%;93.1%;93.4%;94.9%]. One case 
(D98=88.4%) underdosed the PTV protecting the penile bulb, the remaining cases protected 
the rectum. One additional patient was censored because a hip prosthesis necessitated 
nonstandard beam angles. Thus, 219 patients were used for this study.
ii. Predictive DVH Program
Following Ref. [9], we used a model-based QC paradigm that predicts achievable DVHs 
based on statistical analysis of previously-treated patients. Briefly, this methodology 
quantifies the correlation between dose in an OAR voxel and its geometric relationship to 
the PTV. The primary geometric quantity of interest is the boundary distance, defined as the 
distance between an OAR voxel and the closest voxel on the PTV. OAR sub-volumes, 
defined as voxels that share a range of boundary distances, represent finite volumes with 
their own differential DVHs. The sub-volume DVHs of prior plans comprise a training 
cohort, subsequently fit by a three parameter skew-normal distribution. The parameter 
evolution feeds the model's DVH predictions for individual sub-volumes; summation over 
all sub-volumes yields full DVH prediction (pDVH) based on the quantitative experience of 
the training cohort.
iii. “Best practices” determination with pDVH models
An existing prostate pDVH model was used to evaluate rectal and bladder sparing in the 
RTOG0126 cohort. This pDVH model was trained from 20 high-quality prostate plans, 
culled from a random sample of 100 patients treated at UC San Diego, with selection criteria 
being maximal OAR sparing; PTV coverage was consistently set at V100%≥97%. Training 
plans were treated in the 2008-2012 timeframe using 7-field technique, 15MV photons, 
DMLC delivery, and optimization in Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto,CA). All 
would satisfy the RTOG0126 protocol constraints, though we note for completeness that 
standard PTV margins (3mm posterior, 7mm elsewhere) were different than those used in 
the RTOG0126 sample (minimum 5mm around CTV); ultimately, these margin differences 
make no difference to the results of this study because this cohort is used only for initial 
quality stratification.
The existing pDVH model was used to (a) initially assess quality variations in the OARs and 
(b) locate presumed high-quality plans for “best practices” model training. DVH cutpoints at 
V40, V65, and V75 assessed intermediate, high, and near-prescription doses for bladder and 
rectum16, 17. As described in the Results, highest quality plans were found to be those that 
maximally spared the rectum. To ensure that PTV metrics were not unduly sacrificed, 
Pearson's correlation coefficients (r) were computed between PTV D98%,D2% and rectum 
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ΔV75 = DVH(75 Gy) − pDVH (75 Gy) to determine whether achieving predicted rectal 
sparing was correlated with compromise of target coverage and/or heterogeneity.
iv. Excess risk quantification
Normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) models provide quantification of the hazard 
posed by particular DVHs. The well-established Lyman-Kutcher-Burman (LKB) model is 
commonly cast with the effective dose to the whole organ calculated as
(1)
where Di is the dose to the differential volume vi for the ith dose bin, . The 




TD50 is the dose at which 50% are predicted to develop complications, and m describes the 
steepness of the dose-response curve. For Grade 2+ rectal toxicities, QUANTEC 
recommendations for LKB parameters were {TD50 = 76.9Gy; m = 0.13; n = 0.09}18. The 
excess risk posed by clinical DVHs over pDVH predictions is NTCP(DVH) – NTCP(pDVH).
The presumed highest-quality plans were identified as those plans with the smallest excess 
risk over the NTCP predicted by our Institutional pDVH models. The 10% (22/219) of plans 
with the smallest NTCP(DVH) – NTCP(pDVHUCSD) were used to train a new model, 
pDVH0126,top10%. The resultant pDVH0126,top10% model represents attainable DVHs 
according protocol best practices. By applying the pDVH0126,top10% model to the entire 
cohort, we are benchmarking all plans against the presumed 90th percentile of plan quality 
on RTOG0126. This approach yields the primary objective of this analysis: quantifying the 
excess complication risk to which patients were exposed due to sub-optimal IMRT planning. 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test compared excess risk quantification between groups of 
NTCP(pDVH0126,top10%) to assess any correlations of plan quality with the degree of 
predicted risk.
v. Validation #1 – Comparing NTCP model against observed late rectal toxicities
QUANTEC cautions against naïvely extending NTCP models based on 3D-CRT data to 
IMRT18. The first stage of validation involves confirming that the QUANTEC LKB model 
is consistent with toxicities in the protocol sample. The QUANTEC LKB parameters TD50 
and m were re-fit using the 219-patient sample. The best-fitting values were obtained using 
maximum likelihood analysis19, 95% confidence intervals were calculated using profile 
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likelihood method, and χ2/degree-of-freedom goodness-of-fit were used to compare dose-
response curves.
vi. Validation #2 – Re-planning study to confirm model predictions for rectal sparing and 
NTCPs
Definitive validation of pDVH predictions can only be accomplished by direct re-planning. 
For samples of this size it is not practical to manually re-plan every patient, so a subset was 
selected for re-plan validation. Using the pDVH0126,top10% model, we selected the 10 
presumed “high-quality” plans (lowest excess risk), the 10 presumed “low-quality” plans 
(highest excess risk), and 10 plans selected at random, collectively representing 
13.7%(30/219) of the cohort.
All re-plans employed seven static fields, 15MV photons, and were optimized in a 
commercial planning system (Varian Eclipse v10). Re-planning guidelines were:
• Maintain PTV volume receiving prescription dose (V100%)
• PTV high dose not to exceed minor deviation levels (D2%<110%)
• Bladder DVH maintained/improved
• With pDVH0126,top10% as guidance, improve rectal sparing as much as possible
In addition to comparisons between clinical DVHs, re-plan DVHs, and pDVHs, the 30 re-
plans’ rectal NTCPs were compared to model-predicted NTCPs to validate excess risk 
predictions.
vii. Validation #3 – Effect of sub-optimal planning on observed toxicities
The excess risk gives the means to compare outcomes between patients who received sub-
optimal plans to those who received superior IMRT. However, a complicating factor 
emerged in that patients with larger predicted NTCP generally had lower excess risk, so 
simply grouping the sample into high and low excess risk categories does not yield 
statistically equivalent samples in terms of exposed NTCP. Thus, each patient was classified 
into one of four categories: LL=low predicted NTCP, low excess risk; LH=low predicted 
NTCP, high excess risk; HL=high predicted NTCP, low excess risk; HH=high predicted 
NTCP, high excess risk. The number of patients in each respective grouping is NLL, NLH, 
NHL, NHH; the number of toxicity events in each group is ELL, ELH, EHL, EHH.
Irrespective of low/high thresholds for predicted NTCP and excess risk, it was found that 
very few patients could be reasonably categorized in the HH group. Thus, the respective 
low/high thresholds were set by attempting to equalize the populations 
NLL=NLH=(NHL+NHH). Given the inequality between NHL and NHH it was not possible to 
compare outcomes in the high absolute risk group, but as NLL=NLH the observed toxicities 
in the sub-optimal group (ELH/NLH) can be compared against a roughly equivalent group 
with higher quality plans (ELL/NLL). One-sided Fisher's Exact Test was used to assess 
whether LH and LL stratification yielded statistically significant differences in outcomes. 
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The LKB model also allowed a comparison of the observed toxicities in each category to the 
predicted rate from the expectation value .
III. Results
Applying existing pDVH models to the RTOG0126 cohort showed that a clear majority of 
plans gave excess dose to the rectum, as seen in scatter plots of V40 and V65 for clinical 
DVHs and Institutional pDVHs (Fig.1a-b). Averaging over all rectum DVHs and pDVHs 
(Fig.1c) shows the degree to which rectal sparing was unrealized in the clinical sample. 
Comparing V40 and V65 cutpoints for the bladder DVHs and pDVHs (Fig.1d-e) exhibited 
less dramatic overdosing than the rectum, and comparison of the average bladder DVH and 
pDVH (Fig.1f) similarly showed much less disagreement. The better concordance between 
DVHs and pDVHs in the bladder could be due to better planning for this organ or, perhaps 
as likely, that bladder DVHs are simply less sensitive than the rectum to plan quality 
deficiencies. Given this, as well as the challenges in converting bladder DVHs to urinary 
complications20, rectal sparing was focused upon as the primary quality marker.
To ascertain whether increased rectal sparing was detrimental to PTV quality measures, the 
protocol-specified metrics D98% and D2% were compared to ΔV75 = DVH(75 Gy) − 
pDVH(75 Gy) . There was no correlation for either variable, with r=0.11 for D98% and 
ΔV75 and r=-0.12 for D2% and ΔV75, implying that achieving the pDVH-predicted rectal 
sparing would not have affected the target metrics.
The LKB model parameters obtained for the protocol toxicity data were TD50= 
75.5(72.1,100.8)Gy and m=0.10(0.06,0.33), with χ2/d=0.974 and logML=-94.72. Fig.2 
shows late rectal toxicities in the sample, the dose-response curve obtained as fit to the trial 
data, and the QUANTEC-recommended dose-response curve. Parameter values obtained for 
the RTOG0126 data are in excellent agreement with QUANTEC values of TD50=76.9Gy 
and m=0.13. Calculating the QUANTEC dose-response on the sample yields χ2/d=0.87 and 
logML=-95.29, virtually equivalent to directly fitting the data, so the QUANTEC-
recommended model parameters were deemed suitable for this study.
After generating the pDVH0126,top10% model from the identified 90th percentile plans, using 
the pDVH0126,top10% model to pick out the top 10% in the overall cohort resulted in 20 out 
of 22 plans in common. We thus conclude that the impact of the UCSD model used to 
initially filter the RTOG0126 cohort had little to no impact on the final results.
Using the pDVH0126,top10% model and the QUANTEC LKB model for Grade 2+ rectal 
complications, Fig.3a shows each patient's clinical complication probability NTCP(DVHrect) 
set against the model-predicted NTCP(pDVH0126,top10%). The bands of excess risk show the 
large population of patients that reside in the positive excess risk region. 94/219(42.9%) 
received ≥5% excess risk, 20/219(9.1%) received ≥10% excess risk, and 2/219(0.9%) 
received ≥15% excess risk. The data below 0% excess risk represent patients whose plans 
bettered the NTCP(pDVH0126,top10%) prediction by reducing high doses in rectum. Fig.3b 
depicts the same data as a histogram, with the entire cohort exhibiting a mean excess risk of 
4.7% ± 3.9%. Grouping the patients in quartiles of predicted risk, Fig.3c shows that patients 
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most at risk for rectal complications NTCP(pDVH0126,top10%) < 18.0% showed a statistically 
significant difference (p<0.001) in absolute excess risk distribution when compared to the 
other quartiles, suggesting that planners delivered better results when patient anatomy 
confounded meeting protocol requirements for rectal sparing.
To confirm pDVH0126,top10% predictions, a 30-patient validation sample was re-planned 
according to the guidelines in Section II.iv. Fig.4a-c show the average rectum, bladder, and 
PTV DVHs before and after re-planning. All rectum and bladder DVHs were improved, and 
the predicted rectal sparing was attainable in all but one instance due to above-average PTV 
coverage. On average the PTV heterogeneity was increased, though all D2% values were 
held within minor deviation of protocol specifications.
Fig.4d-e show the NTCP comparison of the clinical plans and re-plans against the model-
predicted NTCP(pDVH0126,top10%). NTCP reductions under re-planning were observed in all 
groups: the “high-quality” cohort showed 
, the randomly-sampled cohort showed 
, and the “low-quality” cohort showed 
.
Stratification by absolute predicted risk (16.5% threshold) and excess risk (+5.5% threshold) 
yielded equal populations in absolute/excess risk grouping: NLL=73, NLH=73, 
(NHL+NHH)=73. Fig.5 depicts this excess risk stratification, as well as identifying the 
patients that experienced grade 2+ late rectal toxicities. Fewer toxicities were observed in 
the LL category (ELL/NLL=6/73) than in LH (ELH/NLH=10/73). In the high absolute risk 
groups, toxicities were EHL/NHL=19/61 and EHH/NHH=1/12. These were all in line with 
expectation values: 〈ELL/NLL〉 = 9/73, 〈ELH/NLH〉 = 14/73, 〈EHL/NHL〉 = 14/61, 〈EHH/NHH〉 
= 3/12. The key comparison of ELL/NLL=6/73 vs. ELH/NLH=10/73 exhibited the expected 
lower toxicity rate, though these differences were not statistically significant (p=0.21). 
While this level of statistical significance is insufficient to support the claim that worse 
planning led to worsened outcome, the lack of power in the sample was not unexpected 
given NTCP predictions for toxicity rates (〈ELL/NLL〉 = 9/73 and 〈ELH/NLH〉 = 14/73 yield 
p=0.18).
IV. Discussion
The results of this study demonstrate that poor quality IMRT planning frequently put 
RTOG0126 patients at substantial and unnecessary risk of late rectal toxicities. The 
strengths of this study are two-fold. First, the frequency of sub-optimal IMRT planning has 
been quantified on a large diverse sample, most notably in that 42.9% of these patients were 
exposed >5% excess risk of late rectal complications. Second, the quantified excess risks 
were directly demonstrated to be unnecessary, as the validated LKB model quantified the 
potential risk reductions and the re-planning study demonstrated the achievability of this 
reduction.
The characterization of +4.7% average excess risk as “substantial” requires context, to 
which two key points of comparison are available from Michalski et al14. On the high-dose 
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arm of RTOG0126, at 3 years, patients treated with 3D-CRT had a 22.0% cumulative 
incidence of Grade 2+ GI toxicity while IMRT patients had only 15.1% cumulative 
incidence (p=0.039). A 4.7% risk reduction in the IMRT group rate might have cut the 
incidence by nearly a third. Further, the predicted 4.7% risk reduction is on par with the 
toxicity rate difference between 3D-CRT and IMRT of 22.0%-15.1%=7.1%, implying that 
quality-controlled IMRT planning offers nearly as much clinical benefit as uncontrolled 
IMRT planning offered over 3D-CRT.
One obvious limitation of the current study is the insufficient statistical power to make the 
even stronger claim that sub-optimal planning directly compromises patient outcomes. Even 
with 219 patients, this study was not powered to state this conclusively because late rectal 
complications were still relatively infrequent.
While several studies in recent years have examined patient-specific assessments of IMRT 
treatment plan quality1, 2, 9, 11, 12, 21-23, this study enters the literature as the largest and most 
institutionally-diverse study of IMRT plan quality to date. This also adds to the larger body 
of work that has examined the negative effect of protocol deviations on clinical trials4-8. 
Notably, many of the plans in this study did meet RTOG0126 protocol constraints for the 
rectum but were flagged as “low quality” because there was much greater rectal sparing 
achievable at no cost. In this we can highlight the need for clinical trial compliance 
parameters that are patient-specific with respect to organ-at-risk dosimetry. As quantitative 
plan QC tools become more widely available they could be explicitly incorporated into the 
quality assurance framework of cooperative group trials, but to the authors’ knowledge this 
has not yet occurred.
Regarding the implications for the radiotherapy community at large, we consider it likely 
this study is representative of the plan quality variations in the general population over the 
same time period. Given the types of institutions that participate in national trials and the 
efforts expended to meet protocol requirements, it is plausible that the plan quality 
variations in this work actually underestimate the variability in wider clinical practice. As 
prostate IMRT is considered one of the easier sites to plan, the observed quality variations in 
this study hint, troublingly, at potentially larger variations in sites where the spread between 
the prescription dose and organ tolerances is even wider, e.g. the parotid glands in head-and-
neck cancer1.
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IMRT prostate plans from RTOG0126 were analyzed with knowledge-based DVH 
prediction to quantify clinical effect of plan quality deficiencies. Focusing on Grade 2+ 
late rectal toxicities with an outcomes-validated LKB model, comparisons between rectal 
and model-predicted DVHs yielded absolute excess risk from sub-optimal planning: 
94/219 (42.9%) had ≥5% excess risk, 20/219 (9.1%) had ≥10% excess risk, and 2/219 
(0.9%) had ≥15% excess risk.
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Rectum and bladder DVHs compared to UC San Diego model-predicted pDVHs. Scatter 
plots of specific rectum DVH points (a)V40 and (b)V65 show that the large majority of 
treatment plans are delivering more rectal dose than needed. (c)Averaging across the 219-
patient sample shows the spread between clinical rectum DVHs and pDVHs. Scatter plots of 
(d)V40 and (e)V65 in the bladder, as well as the (f)average bladder DVH and pDVH 
demonstrate greater agreement between clinical DVHs and bladder pDVHs.
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Validation of QUANTEC LKB NTCP model. Observed Gr2+ late GI toxicities agree with 
predictions based on QUANTEC18 recommended LKB parameters (dotted line). Dose-
response curve obtained with parameters fitted to RTOG0126 data is shown for comparison 
(solid line). Vertical error bars are 68% binomial confidence intervals, error bars on 
effective dose values are standard deviations.
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Absolute excess risk due to sub-optimal planning. (a)Scatter plot shows 
NTCP(pDVH0126,top10%) vs. the treated plans’ NTCP. Solid line represents 0% excess risk 
(model and observed NTCP identical), and dotted lines denote excess risk thresholds in 5% 
increments. (b)Frequency histogram exhibits a mean excess risk of 4.7% ± 3.9%. (c)Box-
and-whisker plots show excess risk distributions in quartiles of predicted NTCP. Using 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test, the fourth quartile NTCP(pDVH0126,top10%) > 18.0% was highly 
significant (p<0.001) when compared to the other quartile distributions; no other quartile 
comparisons were statistically significant (p>0.05).
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Re-planning validation of pDVH predictions. (a)Average rectum DVHs from the 30-patient 
re-planning sample shows that pDVH0126,top10% predictions were not only possible but 
could be further improved. (b)Re-plan bladder DVHs were also significantly improved. 
(c)Holding PTV V100% fixed, average re-plan PTV DVH exhibited more heterogeneity 
than the clinical DVHs as the cost of OAR dose reductions. (d)Rectal NTCP scatter plot 
shows model-predicted NTCP vs. the original plans’ NTCP, which included 10 “high-
quality” protocol plans (circles), 10 “low-quality” protocol plans (squares), and 10 
randomly-sampled protocol plans (diamonds), with clear gains in the re-plans (closed 
markers) over clinically-delivered plans (open markers). (e)Comparing quality groups, 
average NTCP reductions  were greatest in the 
“low-quality” plans.
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Observed toxicities with absolute (16.5%) and excess risk (+5.5%) boundaries stratifying LL 
(lower left region), LH (upper left region), HL (upper right region), and HH (lower right 
region).
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